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future product

WHAT DO THE
TERMS MEAN?
n Freshen: Minor
changes to interior and
exterior, such as new
grille, fascia, front and
rear lights or seat
surfaces.

n Re-engineering:
Significant engineering
changes, such as
revised powertrain,
chassis, suspension,
center stack or interior.
Often includes some
new sheet metal.

n Redesign: New
platform, powertrain,
interior and sheet
metal. Engine and
transmission could be
carried over.

pipeline
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A crush of crossovers from Japan’s Big 3

A

lready well positioned in the red-hot
crossover segments, Honda, Toyota,
Nissan and their luxury-brand offshoots are eager to hold their ground.
Several key launches are in works for Japan’s
Big 3, including big, small and medium-sized
crossovers.
Honda’s Fit-based HR-V small crossover —
about 9 inches shorter than the CR-V — arrives this summer.

In November, Lexus’ NX compact — derived
from the Toyota RAV4 platform — debuts.
Nissan’s redesigned, third-generation Murano will reach showrooms at the end of this
year as a 2015 model.
Further out, Toyota is studying a low-slung
Scion crossover, smaller than a RAV4, based
on a modified Corolla platform in all-wheeldrive setup. It would arrive in 2016 or 2017.
Infiniti’s QX30, a crossover version of the

compact Q30 hatch, will be exported from
Sunderland, England, in late 2016.
Lexus has said a seven-seat car-based
crossover is being thoroughly studied. Toyota
has applied for a trademark for the TX nameplate.
Of course, there are more than crossovers
coming from Japan’s Big 3. Here are the product plans for Toyota, Lexus, Scion, Honda,
Acura, Nissan and Infiniti. c

n New: A nameplate
added to the lineup.

Fit, HR-V, Pilot lead way for Honda
Mark Rechtin
autonews@crain.com

H

onda Division is in a long stretch
before its four big-volume vehicles — Civic, Accord, CR-V and
Odyssey — receive sheet metal redesigns. But watch for activity to accelerate
ahead of the 2017 model year.
For now, Honda is hoping the redesigned
Fit subcompact hatchback and new HR-V
crossover will add substantial incremental
sales to the lineup. A redesigned Pilot is on
the way as well in the near term.
Honda also is diving deep into turbocharging of small-displacement engines,
as well as dual-clutch transmissions with
seven, eight or nine gears, a slight detour

from its larger push toward fuel-sipping
Earth Dreams engines and continuously
variable transmissions. The cost of turbocharging may limit its U.S. applications.
Here is a look at Honda’s future product
plans.
Fit: The redesign arrived in summer
2014.
Fit EV: The next Fit will have a different
suspension module for hybrid and electric
vehicle versions. Likely won’t arrive until
spring 2016.
HR-V: The Fit-based crossover was unveiled at the New York auto show and arrives this year. It measures 169.3 inches
long, about 9 inches shorter than the Honda CR-V compact crossover. It will have the

same Earth Dreams engine as the Fit but
could get an added turbocharger for upmarket models. Limited cargo area capacity will be countered by using the Fit’s foldflat Magic Seats technology and by stashing
the fuel tank under the front seats, rather
than behind the rear suspension.
Insight: Production of the Insight ends this summer,
for lack of demand.
Judging

from executive comments, the idea of a
hybrid-only nameplate to compete
against the Toyota Prius has faded. Instead, Honda will create hybrid versions of
existing standard vehicles, using Honda’s
see HONDA,
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The HR-V goes on sale this year.

TIMELINE
2014

2015

2ND HALF

1ST HALF

Honda

HR-V debut

Accord re-engineering?
Crosstour redesign
FCX Clarity redesign
CR-V re-engineering
Pilot redesign

Acura

TLX debut
RLX hybrid debut

NSX debut
RDX freshen

Scion
Lexus

2ND HALF

2016
1ST HALF

2ND HALF

Fit EV redesign
Civic redesign
Ridgeline redesign

NSX variant
Odyssey redesign

MDX freshen

2017
1ST HALF

2018

2ND HALF

ILX redesign
RDX redesign

xB replacement debut
RC coupe debut
NX debut

xD replacement debut

tC redesign

FR-S redesign
Crossover debut?

GS-F debut
RX redesign

IS re-engineering
RC convertible debut
TX crossover debut

CT redesign
GX redesign
LF-LC debut

LS redesign
ES redesign

LX redesign?

Toyota

Infiniti

Nissan

Sienna re-engineering
Sequoia redesign?

Avalon freshen
Prius redesign
FCV debut
Tacoma redesign

G37 sedan name
change to Q40
Q70 freshen, longwheelbase Q70L
debut, QX80 freshen
Versa sedan freshen
Juke freshen
Murano redesign
GT-R Nismo debut

QX60 freshen

RAV4 freshen
4Runner redesign
Land Cruiser redesign
Tundra re-engineering
Q30 debut

2015
Murano

Titan, Armada,
Frontier redesign
Rogue hybrid debut
Altima, Pathfinder,
Sentra freshen

First of 3 new
compacts debut
QX30 debut
Q50 Eau Rouge debut

Supra (Mirai)
debut
Camry redesign
Prius V redesign

RAV4
redesign
Sienna
redesign
Q80 arrives

LE debut
QX70 redesign

Maxima redesign
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TRACK CHANGES TO TOMORROW’S CARS:
Bookmark autonews.com/futureproduct to stay updated on automakers’ product portfolios.

